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Illustrate today’s performance context on the web

Show you what can you do today

Demonstrate some tools to help you

OBJECTIVES OF  THIS  TALK
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STRUCTURE OF  THIS  TALK

Some Theory

Some Practical

No Exam
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THEORY
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PERFORMANCE  IS  DESIGN
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THE NEED FOR SPEED
not speeding is likely to cost you

[There are many example of such curves on the web]

http://www.roaringtraffic.com/seo-tips-tricks/how-to-increase-conversions-by-7-and-improve-rankings-page-speed/

http://www.igvita.com/slides/2012/webperf-crash-course.pdf
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THE NEED FOR SPEED

Speed is a ranking factor for search engines

http://googlewebmastercentral.blogspot.co.uk/2010/04/using-site-speed-in-web-search-ranking.html

“We encourage you to start looking at 
your site's speed (the tools above 

provide a great starting point) — not 
only to improve your ranking in search 
engines, but also to improve everyone's 

experience on the Internet.” 

Google said this in 2010...
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USER EXPECTATIONS
... are now set high and will not be lowered
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WHAT  IS  THE  WEB ?

H umans

A pplications

N etworks

D evices
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THE  WEB  IS  VARIABLE

HUMANS

Different levels of skill, different physical abilities, different cultural norms

APPLICATIONS

The universe of programs and data that do stuff for you (WordPress !)

NETWORKS

Wifi, 2G, 3G, 4G, LANs, etc

DEVICES

15,000 different devices access Facebook every day...
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“The browser is the most hostile programming environment ever devised ... 

but then I discovered programming for mobile.”

Douglas Crockford

“javascript elder”

THE  WEB  IS  HELL
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Modern browsers on modern devices are faster and 

support more of latest web technologies.

Your website visitor may have none of the above.

BUT once you have traffic you can measure this ☺

IT  GETS  WORSE
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ALONG  CAME  THE  DEVICES

“There are now 2.4 billion Internet users around the 
world, and the total continues to grow apace. Mobile 

usage is expanding rapidly...”

Mary Meeker KPCB May 201313
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DOES  IT  WORK ON DEVICES
[ The fancy term for this is “responsive” ]

The screen dimensions are different

Smartphones invariably have “touch”

fingers are “fatter” than mouse pointers

The navigation will likely be different 

Things that work on big screens but not small ones
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BAD

Little content of value visible on the initial device view
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REALLY BAD

loads........  very..............  slowly............ and title truncated
http://www.manchestergalleriestimemachine.org/
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GOOD

http://yiibu.com/
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simple, clean, easy to read
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BAD

text on device is truncated...
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GO RESPONSIVE  TODAY
Install responsive theme(s) or use the demo theme(s)
Run a sanity check using responsinator on a desktop

http://www.responsinator.com/
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BANDWIDTH
How much “stuff” can come down the pipe per second

A network with download speeds of 1Mbps can download 
125KB in a second.... jQuery takes

229ms to download on the worst mobile networks (1Mbps),

46ms to download on average mobile networks (5Mbps),

19ms to download on awesome mobile networks (12Mbps).
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http://flippinawesome.org/2014/03/10/is-jquery-too-big-for-mobile/

[ jQuery is a file commonly used by WordPress plugins ]
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LATENCY
How long before “stuff” starts coming down the pipe

In the context of web applications, latency is the amount of time it takes for the browser to connect 

with an external server on the network.   Historically, we didn’t worry too much about latency for 

desktop development, as RTTs on wifi networks are small – typically well under 50ms.

We have no such luck with mobile. In 2012 the average RTT time on a mobile network in the 

United States was 344ms. And that 344ms applies to not only every HTTP request – which the 

average web page now makes 93 of – but also every DNS lookup and TCP connection.

The RTT data is from 2012, and average RTTs have improved some. For example Virgin Mobile 

advertises that the average latency on its 4G network is now 150ms. But while average RTTs are 

improving, there are only small additional gains to be had, as current networks are within a small factor 

of the theoretical limit dictated by physics.
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PRACTICE
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THINK 80/20
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The Front-End
Focus on the size and numbers of 

“assets” - especially images - that you 
are sending to the browser - due to 
bandwidth & latency constraints, and 

variable device capabilities

The Back-End
WordPress [ the application ] on 

servers [somewhere] is unlikely to be 
a bottleneck on performance
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THINK 80/20

http://www.stevesouders.com/blog/2012/02/10/the-performance-golden-rule/

“80-90% of the end-user response time is spent on the 
front-end.  Start there.”  Steve Souders
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AVERAGE  PAGE  STATS

Source: http://flippinawesome.org/2014/03/10/is-jquery-too-big-for-mobile/
25

Use the following ‘Speedometers’ to gather your own 
website baseline (average over say 6 tests)
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SPEEDOMETERS (I)

https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/
26

PageSpeed Insights gives Mobile & Desktop scores, 
and some recommendations... covered later
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SPEEDOMETERS (II)

http://tools.pingdom.com/fpt/
27

The Page Analysis tab has 
some useful summaries
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SPEEDOMETERS (III)

http://www.webpagetest.org/
28

webpagetest - you can test on london servers, 
against various browsers - plus traffic light scores
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A PAUSE FOR REFLECTION
HUMANS

You have ( as good as ) no control over other humans

APPLICATIONS
You have control over the application

focus on the “80%” that arrives in the browser

NETWORKS
You have no control over the network

DEVICES
You have no control over the devices people use
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WHAT  TO  DO ?

i) Favour Simplicity over Complexity

ii) Minimise Your Requests

iii) Optimise Your Images

iv) Compress Your Assets

v) Cache Your Assets

vi) Keep measuring against your baseline
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YOUR BASELINE

Current Score / Performance Grade

Total Requests

Load Time

Page Size

Bonus marks : number of image requests

Think about setting a budget eg. 1MB max page size, 50 requests.  
There is no correct budget here, but adding stuff infinitum ?
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1) FAVOUR SIMPLICITY

Does your theme have LOADS of options ?

Is your design loaded with distractions ? (LA Times)

Is the design clean and simple for devices (Yiibu)

For performance... text is cheaper than images

Great typography & fonts can give you good mileage

Search / filter for ‘minimal’, ‘clean’, ‘simple’ etc. themes
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2) MINIMISE  YOUR  REQUESTS
- Does all that interactivity work on small devices ?

[ sliders, lightboxes, show/hide, animations ]
in broad terms these require more requests... and are often  

provided via plugins / theme options

- 50 x [ blog post + image ] on your homepage
 or will 5 or 10 posts do nicely ?

http://conversionxl.com/dont-use-automatic-image-sliders-or-carousels-ignore-the-fad/#.
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Note: the evidence is that Sliders / Carousels are bad for conversions...

- Would more quality copy [i.e. text] be better for visitors, SEO, 
and performance - better than lots of stock photos ?
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3) OPTIMISE  YOUR IMAGES

- Take a copy / keep the master

- Rename the image for SEO and humans (accessibility)

- Crop to the good stuff

- Reduce to the largest dimension it will be displayed

- Run it through a compression tool which strips off 

unnecessary “stuff ” that cameras & software attach

- Load it into WordPress

A possible workflow...
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IMAGEOPTIM / OSX

This image above was created in Excel on Windows... 30% saving

http://imageoptim.com/
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drag & drop onto 
the dock icon
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SMUSHIT
http://www.smushit.com/ysmush.it/

http://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-smushit/
... or get the plugin
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A web based service...
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WINDOWS
http://www.creativebloq.com/design/image-compression-tools-1132865
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POST PRESENTATION UPDATE
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http://roots.io/plugins/html5-boilerplate-htaccess/

By the power of MWUG
this plugin was brought to my attention after the talk.

I have not tried it / but “roots” is well regarded.
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4) GZIP  YOUR  ASSETS
In simple terms

The server can compress assets...
...and the browser can decompress them

The simplest solution I can recommend - if you don’t have FTP ?
1) Using the YOAST SEO plugin to edit the .htaccess file
2) Take a backup copy of what is already there
3) Add a couple of blank lines...
4) Copy the compression code into the bottom of the 
input box - and save it

https://yoast.com/wordpress/plugins/seo/
39
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EDIT  THE .HTACCESS FILE

the bottom option 

in the left sidebar 

for the YOAST SEO 

plugin “Edit Files”
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https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/blob/master/.htaccess

Search the referenced doc for Compression
copy everything in that section 
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THE COMPRESSION CODE
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5) CACHE YOUR ASSETS
In simple terms

Your device browser can store local copies of assets,
and avoid loading them a second time over the wire*
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The simplest solution I can recommend - if you don’t have FTP ?
1) Using the YOAST SEO plugin to edit the .htaccess file
2) Take a backup copy of what is already there
3) Add a couple of blank lines...
4) Copy the Caching code into the bottom of the input box 
- and save it
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https://github.com/h5bp/html5-boilerplate/blob/master/.htaccess

Search the referenced doc for Expires Headers
copy everything in that section 
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THE CACHING CODE
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CAVEAT - CHANGING IMAGES

*If you change an image eg. on an existing blog post
 give it a new name before loading it into WordPress

eg. add -v2 to the image name [ not the file extension]

This will be a new image (i.e. URL)
to be downloaded and cached by your browser.

If you just put the new image into WordPress with the 
same name (i.e. URL) the browser knows no different.
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6) KEEP MEASURING
“and feel the speed flow through you”

more seriously...
what do the speedometers say ?

are bounce rates declining ?
is your page ranking improving on search engines ?

what do your users say ? ask a sample
how does it feel [under similar network conditions] ?
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BONUS  TAKEAWAY
Check to see if any WordPress plugin

is dis-proportionately harming performance

https://wordpress.org/plugins/p3-profiler/
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THE END
is almost nigh
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GOOGLE ANALYTICS
and other 

analytics tools 
are a mighty big 

topic... for 
another talk

BUT you can 
measure your 
users devices 
once you have 

traffic ☺
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Dallas

Amsterdam

The grade seems high, but the load time ? the page size ?
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Thankyou. 
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